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Oxford

8.30

Feb 23

[Since 16 is the only numbered A. we have attempted to match the remaining As to the Qs]
AR — I will take 1914 to 1919 but first I must give a message from a spirit who has been very persistent
for some time — I do not know anything about her — She calls herself Anne Hyde Duchess of Ormonde
and gives you both her dear love
AR
1681 married James — now I will try and send her away
yes
now give me 1914
died in childbirth
please have all other in hand
1. What do you deduce peace for England from.
1. There is not much to say because it is so plain in looking at the figures
2. Can you make time measure from this figure.
2. Martial — Stars at 22 — in [Cancer Gemini Leo] with [Mars Moon Saturn] & so on — now 1916
3. How do you arrive at July & August
3. in 1917 no planets in [Gemini] only [Capricorn] & in leo — now 1918
4. What is especial significance in the matter of 22.
4. [Gemini Jupiter Venus] [?coming] to 22 peace for England — [Moon] & Pollux Germany France &
Italy
famines etc
1919 announce peace
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5. What do you deduce from phases where [Uranus] & [Venus] are?
5. now detail is impossible unless you question
no planets or fixed stars of evil nature in [Aries] or [Gemini Venus Jupiter] approaching 22 in
[Gemini] [?] of London
6. Surely some great sign of Russian troubles
6. [Venus conjunct Mars] Russia
nothing
7. Do [you] think peace will be political?
7. Attempted political peace frustrated by Antares but [Jupiter] follows [?Virgo] soon
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8. Why do you judge political?
8. it transits over the place of [Mercury]
July & August
9. You say peace for England—do you see reason for connecting other countries with the peace besides
of course Germany.
9. I cant tell you but for one thing
[Jupiter] transits 22 in July
temptation through strength means war
10. Do you mean advance towards peace or an attack?
10. war at 22 — civil war 8
11. What do [you] deduce from Castor & Pollux with [Moon] at 24
11. This is not the significant figure for Russia — give me 1917 & 1916
1916 [Uranus] exactly at eleven
12. any significance in 24
12. now 1917
Italy came into war with entry of [?] leo neptune
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13. What do [you] deduce from [Venus] passing over Sirius region at phase 12.
13. Sirius affects [?] 15 20
[Uranus] passing through [?] degrees
all phases 1 to 15 internal & civil war — all phases 15 — 28 war of military
This is very difficult — you had better question on another subject & I will work this in later
14. Why phase 12?
14. political
because there is no [Mars] element — only [Jupiter Mercury Saturn Venus Neptune]
Germany will make advance in March
15. Why do [you] select March as date of advance?
15. neither she nor France & Italy will be able to go on after
no on front — peace offer about June
immense military effort very [Mars] stars
final ambition of military party — after no success the
people will lose faith & compel peace
Restoration of [C]zar
Hero
because the [Moon] etc at 0 — Castor & Pollux
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16. What is the time law?
16. There is only that of an exact aspect of a fixed star to either a planet or the ruling degree of a [?town]
17. Do you mean exact aspect instant event.
17. Yes
18. What made you say Germany France Italy couldnt go on after March.
18. [?Neptune] & [Saturn] in leo — famine & poverty
19. Where do [you] get "advance"?
19. [Moon] & C[astor] & P[ollux] I explained
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20. Did you mean a success by "advance"?
20. I desire to go on progress effort expansion etc
I said before no success
21. Do you find anything in figures to indicate nature of peace?
21. Draw
22. Why do you say "Draw"
22. stop 20 minutes-- I am worked out
[Apple] another five minutes please
AR
No import
[Jupiter] in [Cancer] key to figure
Yes
skill in all mechanics great advance of socialism-manufacturing & chemical etc advance
[Jupiter] geminorum [?7] and 23
Going towards 24 — between 23 & 24
Yes
[Neptune] entering leo great spiritual & ecclesiastical revival
Regulus & [Capricorn] passing away
Not a very close aspect — no good looking at aspects with F[ixed] Stars unless in three degrees of each
other
No — yes
yes a planet has effect but of a general tendency not a movement centralised
no fixed star & planet
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War & spiritual
entry was war because of other aspects but it is spiritual
especially [Jupiter]
That is what I mean by [Jupiter]
She will recover sooner
NO
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Yes
No go back to where she was before very soon — some disturbance in 1919 but isolated [Mars]
All these countries will be so busy reconstructing within themselves that one cannot give a world
horoscope for 1919 because they are so to say subjective
Regulus passing into Virgo
At 28 war enforced
Regulus
28 phase
unable to resist
Yes within 5
Always brings war first then the construction of military power
It affected France before — long ago — 1790
Always exhausted — no time for military construction
[?] Tauri [Gemini] 2120 — exactly at 22
Find out exact degrees ruling capital towns
I am
I am going now
Aymor next — I gave you time
When you have got questions
No
Yes by Apple
No

